
“It was freezing cold, it 
was dark and I’m like, 
great I really enjoy 
this!”:
Understanding endurance cycling mobility 
practices
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Where is Wollongong and how do you say 
it?

Pronounced: Wool-long-gong or ‘The Gong’ for short.
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Duncan Gay- Minister for Roads NSW
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Cycling participation in Australia 
(Austroads)



Recreation/transport cycling (Austroads)



Research questions

How do bodies becomes gendered through the physical work of 
being and becoming an endurance leisure cyclist? 

What are the affordances of digital technology in the context of 
endurance leisure cycling?

How do leisure endurance cycling mobilities, routes and 
socialities constitute particular understandings of places and 
people?  



Conceptual framework

• The concept of assemblage, developed by Deleuze and 
Guattari (1988), will be used to help understand the 
gendered dimensions of endurance leisure cycling

• “…assemblages are composed of heterogeneous elements 
that may be human and non-human, organic and inorganic, 
technical and natural” (Anderson, McFarlane, 2011)



Where my work fits

• Mobilities

• Physical cultural studies

• Leisure studies

• Cultural geography



Methods
Phase 1- qualitative mapping

• Prior to the interview, participants 
sent through a GPX file of a 
regular cycling trip to help centre
the interview

• Highlighters were used to point out 
particular areas of the ride

• Often the maps lead to interesting 
narratives and acted as a powerful 
tool in the interview process 



Participant Maps



• Lycra is a talking point amongst leisure cyclists in 
Wollongong, particularly for men

“the reason why people talk about it is because it was, you 
know, in its first form as spandex, it was, kind of, you know, 
strictly for women.  And so I think that it was - has been fairly 
heavily coded as feminine.  So I think once men started to wear 
lycra it was just seen as a little bit suspicious - not even gay, I 
think just as feminine” (Male, 45-60)

Gendered cycling bodies



• Young male tradespeople are often a cause of friction when 
on the road together in the early hours of the morning. 

“You get it all the time.  “Get off the road you poof,” and, 
“Nice Lycra.” (Male, 30-45)

“Yeah, they’re rednecks.  They’re rednecks or P-platers that 
have no patience and they just don’t love us.  Yep.  Or tradies
that really want to get to work fast and your holding them up 
for 3 seconds is going to kill them, you know.  I’ve nearly been 
killed.” (Female, 30-45)

Gendered cycling bodies



• New technology is changing the way we “know” our bodies

• Enabling and/or alienating

• Opportunities to examine new forms of “digitized 
embodiment”

Digital cycling bodies



Participant Maps



The sprint segment
Risk versus reward

P: ‘ and that’s a full on sprint, that’s faster than that one, its 
downhill but you have to navigate through those roundabouts, 
its sketchy right, and then you just drop the gears and floor it 
as fast as you can go’

I: and is it just the roundabouts or do you mean cars

JV: nah I don’t care about cars, you sort of just go with it the 
best, I don’t know, I don’t really think of that in the sprint, 
like, if you’re sprinting, it you are in the moment and car gets 
in your way, you want to bash em. I am alright to say that?



Discussion

• In Australia, it is not uncommon for leisure cyclists to be 
depicted negatively in the media and subsequently represent 
all forms of cycling  

• In Wollongong, cycling bodies are gendered and sexed 

• Strava is facilitating particular affective interactions and 
relationships between cyclists and places

• The individual and collective digital mapping of cycling 
bodies over time and across locations is contributing to new 
understandings of cycling mobilities and geographies



Thank you

@lanceb147

lanceb@uow.edu.au


